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ABSTRACT
We describe the structure of an Arabidopsis thaliana
genomic clone containing two classes of repetitive DNA
elements derived from the centromere region of
chromosome 1. One class Is comprised of tandem
arrays of a highly reiterated repeat containing
degenerate telomere sequence motifs. Adjacent to
these telomere-similar repeats we found a dispersed
repetitive element reiterated approximately five times
in the A. thaliana genome. The nucleotlde sequence
of the dispersed repeat Is unusual, being extremely ATrich and composed of numerous, overlapping repeat
motifs.
INTRODUCTION
The DNA sequences at the extreme chromosomal termini of
many, perhaps all, eukaryotes is composed of tandem repeats
of short, G-rich sequence blocks (described by the loose
consensus 5'[T/A,_4G|_g]3' [as read towards the chromosomal
terminus]) (reviewed in 1). DNA sequences which are similar
to these telomeric repeats have also been found at various nontelomeric locations within the genome of many organisms.
Telomere-similar DNA is frequently found in telomere-flanking
regions. For example, most Saccharomyces cerevisiae telomereflanking regions contain short (50—150 bp) tracts of the telomeresimilar sequence, (TG|_3)n, separating tandemly arranged units
of the moderately repeated elements, xand Y' (2). Similarly, in
the protozoan Plasmodium berghei, approximately 150 bp of
degenerate telomere-similar sequences are found embedded
within a 2.3 kb tandem repeat located in subtelomeric regions
(3, 4). Degenerate telomere motifs have also been noted in
telomere-flanking regions in Trypanosomes (5).
Not all telomere-similar sequences are located close to
chromosomal termini, however. Some of the earliest
characterized centromeric satellite DNAs were found to be
composed of tandemly repeated variants of TTAGGG (6, 7).
More recently, in situ hybridization experiments, using a human
telomere repeat (TTAGGG)n, have revealed the presence of
telomere-similar sequences at the centromere of human
chromosome 2 and the centromeres of several vertebrate
chromosomes (8, 9).
1

The presence of telomere-similar sequences at the centromere
is not restricted to animal chromosomes. In this report, we
describe the structure of repetitive DNA elements from the
flowering plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, which contain telomeresimilar sequences but which lie in the centromere region of
chromosome 1. In addition, we report the structure of an unusual
repetitive element which resides next to an array of these
telomere-similar repeats.
METHODS
Plasmids and probes
Four cloning/sequencing vectors were used in this study: pSDC13
(10), pUC12 (11), M13mpl8 (12) and pBluescript K S (Stratagene). A. thaliana telomeric probes were generated by
radiolabeling the 0.4 kb Pstl-BamM insert of pAtT4 (13) which
contained tandem repeats of the A. thaliana telomeric sequence,
5'[TTTAGGG]-3'.
DNAs were prepared by standard procedures (14). Radioactive
probes were made by the random priming method using kits
purchased from Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals.
Source of enzymes
Restriction enzymes and calf intestinal phosphatase were
purchased from New England Biolabs or Boehringer Mannheim
Biochemicals. New England Biolabs was the source for Bat3l
nuclease. T4 DNA ligase was purchased from New England
Biolabs or United States Biochemicals.
Southern hybridization
Total genomic DNA from the Landsberg and Columbia ecotypes
were prepared as described in Ausubel et al. (14). A. thaliana
nuclear DNA was prepared by the protocol outlined in Olszewski
et al. (15).
Exonuclease digestion of A. thaliana nuclear DNA was
performed using 0.25 U/ml of fio/31 nuclease at 30°C at a DNA
concentration of 10 /*g/ml in 12 mM CaCl2, 24 mM MgCl2. 0.2
M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 100 /ig/ml
BSA.
Southern blots were prepared using nylon membranes
(GeneScreen, NEN) and the UV cross-linking protocol of Church
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Figure 2. Molecular organization of telomere-similar clone pAtT12. The 14.3
kb insert of pAtT12 contains two domains: an 11.7 kb region containing highly
reiterated telomere-similar DNA sequences, and a 2.6 kb 'flanking region' devoid
of telomere-similar sequences. The restriction map of the insert, shown at the
bottom of the figure, illustrates the high density and periodic distribution of HindSl
and Dral sites in the telomere-similar region. The insert was cloned into pSDC13
as a BamHl to blunt end fragment; the Pstl site shown at the left end of the insert
is derived from the vector polylinker. The hybridization probes (A and B) and
the 2.5 kb Columbia-specific Dral fragment used in the RFLP mapping
experiments are shown at the lower right.
High Stringency

Low Stringency

Figure 1. A. thaliana telomeric repeats cross-hybridize to non-telomeric sequences
at reduced stringencies. A. thaliana nuclear DNA was treated with BaBl for
0 (lane 1), 5 (lane 2), 15 (lane 3), 30 (lane 4), or 50 minutes (lane 5) and
subsequently digested with HindSR. The DNAs were then size-fractionated by
elcctrophoresis through a 0.8% agarose gel and transferred to a nylon membrane.
The membranes were probed with radiolabeled pAtT4 insert DNA and washed
at either high stringency ((A) 0.1 xSSC, 0.1 % SDS @ 60°C) or low stringency
((B) 2XSSC, 1% SDS @ 60°C).

and Gilbert (16). Hybridization were carried out in 0.5 M
NaHPO4 (pH 7.2), 7% SDS, 1 raM EDTA, 1% BSA (16).
Hybridization temperatures and wash conditions are noted in the
appropriate figure legends.
Construction and screening of genomic libraries
The pAtT12 genomic clone was obtained from a size-selected
library constructed to isolate large telomeric inserts. A. thaliana
nuclear DNA (2 /tg) was digested with BaBl nuclease to remove
approximately 30 bp from the termini of the chromosomal
fragments (DNA concentration = 10 /tg/ml, enzyme
concentration = 0.25 U/ml, 30°C, 60 seconds). The cloning
vector pSDC13 was prepared by sequential digestion with Hindi
and BamHl, and treated with calf intestinal phosphatase to remove
5' phosphates. The nuclease-treated DNA was then ligated to
0.6 ng of prepared vector using T4 DNA ligase (DNA
concentration = 130 /tg/ml, enzyme concentration = 20,000
U/ml, 22°C). The ligation products were digested with BamHl
and size-fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis (0.7%, low
melting agarose). Linear vector-genomic DNA chimeras of
11-15 kb were purified and circularized with T4 DNA ligase
(DNA concentration = 0.5 /ig/ml, enzyme concentration = 130
U/ml, 4°C). The circularized DNAs were then transformed into
KSO2recA using the protocol developed by Michael Scott (pers.
comm.).
Clones cross-hybridizing with the pAtT4 insert were identified
by colony hybridization (17). Colonies were grown on
Colony/Plaque Screen (NEN) filters and lysed by autoclaving
the membranes for 1 minute. Hybridization was carried out at
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60°C using 1 M NaCl, 10% dextran sulfate, 1 % SDS, 25 /ig/ml
tRNA and a probe concentration of 105 cpm/ml. The filters
were washed at 60°C with 0.2XSSC, 0.1% SDS, a stringency
which apparently allows the degenerate telomere-similar
sequences to by recognized by the telomere repeat probe
(compare to 'high stringency' wash [O.lxSSC, 0.1%SDS @
60°C] in Figure 1A).
Restriction mapping of the pAtT12 insert was performed by
the endlabeling/partial digestion protocol of Boseley et al. (18).
DNA sequencing
The = 500 bp and = 180 bp Hin&m fragments from the pAtT12
insert were prepared for sequencing by subcloning into either
pUC12 or M13mpl8 using standard procedures. The following
subclones were sequenced: pAtT20 (527 bp), pAtT24 (491 bp),
pAtT25 (483 bp), pAtT28 (183 bp) and pAtT29 (183 bp).
The pAtT12 flanking region was subcloned into pBluescript
K S - to generate pAtT27. Deletion derivative of pAtT27 suitable
for sequencing were made using the nested exoHI/nuclease SI
deletion procedure (14).
Dideoxy sequencing reactions were carried out, on both singleand double-stranded templates, using Sequenase enzyme and kits
purchased from United States Biochemicals. Some regions were
sequenced using oligonucleotide primer made on a Biosearch
DNA synthesizer (New Brunswick Scientific).
RFLP mapping
The RFLP mapping was done as described in Nam et al. (19).
Briefly, inter-ecotype crosses between wild type Columbia and
various Landsberg marker lines were conducted. Genomic DNA
was prepared from individual, phenotyped F2 plants (represented
by pooled F3 progeny) and Southern blots of these DNAs were
prepared. The blots were then hybridized with a collection of
anonymous cosmid clones and selected clones of interest. The
resulting hybridization patterns were analyzed and segregating
RFLP alleles noted. The likely orders and map positions of the
RFLPs were determined using the MAPMAKER program (20).
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Figure 3. DNA sequence of repetitive elements from the telomere-similar region of pAtT12. The DNA sequence of three =• 500 bp telomere-similar repetitive elements
(pAfTCO, pAtT24 and pAtT25) are aligned with the sequence of two interspersed «• 180 bp elements (pAtT28 and pAtT29). Nucleotide identities to the consensus
(plurality) are denoted by dots, and difference are shown in the corresponding lines. Dashes denote deletions. The simple-sequence domain containing degenerate
telomere motifs is located from nucleotides 150 to 350.

RESULTS
A. thaliana telomeric repeats cross-hybridize with nontelomeric sequences at reduced stringency
We have previously described the isolation of an A. thaliana
telomere clone, pAtT4, containing tandem repeats of the sequence
5'[TTTAGGG]3' (13). The pAtT4 insert hybridized to both
telomeric and non-telomeric restriction fragments under reduced
stringency conditions. Southern blots of nuclease Bo/31-treated,
Wmdin-digested A. thaliana nuclear DNA were probed with
radiolabeled pAtT4 and washed at different stringencies. Under
high stringency conditions (Figure 1A) the pAtT4 probe
recognized dispersed, exonuclease-sensitive bands characteristic
of telomeric restriction fragments. A few faint bands, which were
insensitive to the exonuclease treatment, were also detected by
the telomeric probe under high stringency conditions. In contrast,
when the stringency of hybridization was reduced, a different
hybridization pattern was seen. The fla/31-sensitive telomeric
signals were still detected, but the majority of the hybridization
signal corresponded to several discrete, exonuclease-insensitive
bands (Figure IB). Most prominent among these exonucleaseinsensitive signals was a band corresponding to HimKR restriction
fragments of approximately 500 bp.
These data indicate that the A. thaliana genome contains
sequences resembling telomeric repeats which are not located
at the chromosomal termini. Since the most extensive nuclease
BaBl digestion (Figure 1, lane 5) removed approximately 2.5
kb from the chromosome ends but did not alter the electrophoretic
migration of the cross-hybridizing bands, we conclude that most
of the exonuclease-insensitive telomere-similar sequences are
located farther than 2.5 kb from the chromosomal termini. The
fact that the telomere-similar sequences were only significantly
detected under reduced stringency conditions suggests that these
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Figure 4. The flanking region of pAtT12 contains a moderatelyrepetitiveelement.
Total genomic DNA from the A. thaliana ecotypes Landsberg and Columbia were
digested with Dral and size-fractionated by electrophoresis through a 1 % agarose
gel. The DNAs were then transferred to a nylon membrane and hybridized with
radiolabeled probe B (a 1 kb Sac\ fragment from the right edge of the pAtT12
insert; the Sad sire which lies directly adjacent to the BamHl site in the vector
polylinker was used for convenience). The filter were washed in 0.2XSSC,
0.1 XSDS @ 60°C. The polymorhpic bands corresponding to the RFLP markers
LI, L2 and Cl are shown. As described in the text, the L2 and Cl pair of
polymorphic bands behaved as alleles and mapped to chromosome 1 at the location
identified by the probe A RFLP. The LI allele mapped to the central region of
chromosome 5. The dark - 3 . 5 kb band in the Columbia lane is a doublet which
was not resolved on this gel.
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1 kb and = 500 bp HindUl fragments cross-hybridized with the
telomeric probe, while the =180 bp HindUl fragments did not
(data not shown).
To elucidate the structure and organization of sequences in the
telomere-similar region of pAtT12, we determined the DNA
sequence of three = 500 bp and two = 180 bp HindUl restriction
fragments from this region (Figure 3). The larger HindUl
fragments range in size from 483 to 527 bp. These sequences
display 79 to 89% similarity with each other, and contain a 150
to 200 bp simple-sequence domain (nucleotides 150—350 in
Figure 3) which resembles the [TTTAGGG] n structure of A.
thaliana telomeres. The variable length of the simple-sequence
region accounts, in part, for the different sizes of the repeat units.
Several identical matches to the telomeric motif are present in
the simple-sequence region but most of the domain is composed
of imperfect telomere-similar repeats. The degenerate nature of
the telomere-like repeats explains why the telomeric clone pAtT4
hybridizes strongly to these repeats only under low stringency
conditions. The = 180 bp HindUl fragments are closely related
to the =500 bp element but lack the telomere-similar domain.
The DNA sequence and restriction mapping data indicate that
the pAtT12 insert is primarily composed of many copies of related
telomere-similar repeats. The irregularities in the spacing of the
HindUl sites seen in Figure 2 are the result of the variable size
of the larger = 500 bp repeat units as well as the interspersion

sequences contain either short stretches of telomeric repeats or
repeats which are similar but not identical to the [TTTAGGG]
telomeric motif.
Isolation and characterization of an A. thaliana telomeresimilar sequence clone
To determine the nature of the telomere-similar sequences we
isolated several clones containing these sequences from an A.
thaliana genomic library (Columbia ecotype) using the insert of
the telomeric clone pAtT4 as a hybridization probe. We analyzed
the structure of one of these clones, designated pAtT12, in detail.
A restriction map of the pAtT12 insert is shown in Figure 2.
Southern blot experiments indicated that the 2.6 kb region residing
at the right end of the insert as drawn in Figure 2 (referred to
as 'flanking region') does not contain telomere-similar sequences
(data not shown). The remaining 11.7 kb of the 14.3 kb insert
is comprised of many short HindUl and Dral restriction
fragments, most of which cross-hybridized with the telomeric
probe. The high density and relatively even spacing of HindUl
and Dral restriction sites in the telomere-similar region (see
Figure 2) suggests this region is composed of short repeat
elements arranged in tandem. The majority of HindUl sites are
spaced approximately 500 bp apart; however, there are several
smaller intervals of =180 bp and a larger 1 kb interval. The
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Figure 5. The pAtT12 insert was derived from the centromere region of chromosome 1. An RFLP map of A. thaliana chromosome 1, with the two most distal
markers and a magnified view of the centromere region, is shown in A. The positions of the markers is given in cM. The brackets that group pAtT12, NIA2 and
GAP-B markers indicates that the order of these markers is still uncertain at present. Similarly, the line under the morphological marker chl indicates that, given
the present data, this marker can be placed in any position in this region. B shows the classical genetic map of chromosome 1 (33) correlated with the corresponding
region of the RFLP map as described in the text. The centromere maps between nl and chl (denoted by the bracket) and is more closely linked to the latter marker
(indicated by the position of the circle). The approximate position of pAtT 12 relative to ch 1 and NIA2/cWi is shown based on the number of infrequent recombination
events which separated these markers as scored in the F2 progeny of a LandsbergxColumbia cross.
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of the * 180 bp variant repeats which lack the telomere-similar
domain.
The pAtT12 insert most likely represents the organization of
a considerable fraction of telomere-similar sequences in the A.
thaliana genome. The size of the HindHl repeats corresponds
to the prominent HindM band at approximately 500 bp seen on
genomic Southern blots (Figure IB). The other exonucleaseinsensitive HindUl bands may represent repeat multimers or
related repeats of different size.

some of the telomeres (22), features common to most higher
eukaryotic organisms. These considerations prompted us to
determine the chromosomal location of the telomere-similar
repetitive DNA array contained in the pAtT12 insert.
Chromosomal localization of the pAtT12 insert sequences was
accomplished by utilizing the RFLP mapping tools recently
developed for A. thaliana (19). RFLP alleles recognized by lowcopy number probes from theflankingregion of the pAtT12 insert
were genetically mapped in segregating F2 populations of an
inter-ecotype cross (LandsbergXColumbia). The first
hybridization probe used was a 470 bp HindJU-Dral fragment
(probe A, see Figure 2) which hybridized to a 2.5 kb Dral
fragment present only in genomic DNA from the Columbia
ecotype parent. The position of the corresponding 2.5 kb Dral
fragment in pAtT12 is noted in Figure 2. An additional

Chromosomal location of pAtT12 insert sequences
Highly reiterated tandem repeats are frequently located in
constitutively condensed regions of the chromosome called
heterochromatin (reviewed in 21). A. thaliana chromosomes
contain heterochromatic regions around all five centromeres and
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Figure 6. DNA sequence of the pAtT12 flanking region. The DNA sequence of the 2553 bp HimHR-BamHl fragment corresponding to the flanking region is shown.
The boundary between the telomere-similar repeat domain and the flanking region occurs around nucleotide 90, since nucleotides 1 - 8 9 share significant similarity
with the telomere-similar repetitive elements. The locations of the direct repeats are indicated by the lettered arrows over the sequence. The individual members
of the largest direct repeats, A and H, share 94% and 92% nucleotide similarity, respectively, with their cognate. The remaining repeats are identical to their cognate(s),
with the exception of B and C which contain 1 bp mismatches. Most motifs are repeated twice, except L (3x) and S (5x). The largest palindromic sequence is
shown (residue 2363-2394). The Sacl site which defines the left boundary of probe B begins at nucleotide 1582.
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hybridization probe was derived from the extreme right end of
pAtT12, designated probe B (see Figure 2). As shown in
Figure 4, probe B hybridizes to approximately five bands on
genomic Southerns, some of which are polymorphic between the
two ecotype parents. A panel of Southern blots containing Dral
digested genomic DNA corresponding to the F2 segregants of
the inter-ecotype cross were hybridized with probes A and B to
determine a genotype for each plant at the locus corresponding
to the pAtT12 insert. A genetic map position for the locus was
then assigned relative to other RFLP and genetic markers.
As shown in Figure 5, the pAtT12 insert was derived from
genomic sequences which reside in the middle of chromosome
1, in the vicinity of the centromere. The pAtT12 RFLP is closely
linked to several other RFLP markers and the morphological
marker chl; because of this tight linkage the order of the markers
in this region can not be unambiguously defined (See Figure 5A).
To construct the simplified region of the RFLP map shown in
Figure 5B, we placed a constraint on the order of the chl and
NIA2 markers by correlation with the genetic map. The NIA2
RFLP is defined by a nitrate reductase structural gene which
corresponds to the chI3 (reduced nitrate reductase activity leading
to chlorate resistance) genetic marker (23, Jack Wilkinson and
Nigel Crawford, pers. com.). Given this information, the most
likely map position for the pAtT12 insert DNA is within 1 cM
of chl in the interval between chl and N1A2.
Koornneef and co-workers have determined that centromere
1 is closely linked to chl, and resides in the genetic interval
between the ttl and chl markers (24, 25). Based on these data,
it is likely that the telomere-similar repetitive array cloned in
pAtT12 is associated with the centromeric heterochromatin of
chromosome 1.
Structure of the dispersed repetitive sequences in pAtT12
flanking region
As evidenced by the number of bands seen in Figure 4, the
flanking region of pAtT12 contains repetitive DNA sequences.
Subsequent attempts to find probes in the flanking region which
hybridize to only one locus have failed. Consequently, the entire
flanking region is comprised of repeated DNA sequences.
Moreover, the repeats map to at least two different chromosomal
locations since the Landsberg-specific RFLP allele LI recognized
by probe B maps to the central region of chromosome 5 (data
not shown).
We determined the DNA sequence of the 2.6 kb flanking region
of pAtT12 in order to study the structure of the dispersed
repetitive element (See Figure 6). The junction between the
telomere-similar repeats and the flanking region lies at
approximately nucleotide 90 on the sequence shown in Figure 6.
The sequence of the flanking region has several notable features,
most prominent are two AT-rich domains which contain
numerous direct repeats. The first domain (nucleotides 319
through 798) is 80% AT and the second (AT content = 66%)
domain lies between nucleotides 1742 and 2300. The complex
organization of the larger direct repeats ( S 9 bp) is shown. Most
of the repeat motifs are reiterated only twice, and are frequently
superimposed. Other notable features of the flanking region
sequence are a CT-rich region (82% CT, nucleotide 952-1092)
and a large palindrome ((32 nucleotides, nucleotide 2363 to
2394). Only one small open reading frame was found (149 amino
acids, residues 1162 — 1608). Searches of the databases with the
peptide sequence predicted from the small open reading frame
did not reveal any significant matches.
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DISCUSSION
We have described the structure of an A. thaliana genomic clone,
pAtT12, derived from the centromere region of chromosome 1.
The majority of the pAtT12 insert is comprised of highly
reiterated telomere-similar repetitive DNA. The telomere-similar
repeats are approximately 500 bp in length and contain a simplesequence region of variable size composed of degenerate telomere
repeats. Simoens et al. (26) independently reported the sequence
of a 500 bp A. thaliana repeat family which corresponds to the
telomere-similar repetitive elements described here. Analysis of
the genomic clone pAtT12 indicated that the telomere-similar
repeats are arranged in tandem arrays which are frequentiy
interspersed with related repeats which lack the telomere-similar
simple-sequence domain.
As discussed in the introduction, there is precedence for
telomere-like sequences located at the centromeres in certain
animal cells. It has been proposed that centromeric telomeresimilar sequences are remnants of telomeric repeat motifs left
behind after Robertsonian fusion events (i.e., end-to-end fusion
between two telocentric or acrocentric chromosomes creating a
single metacentric chromosome) (8, 27). This mechanism can
not easily account for the presence of the centromeric telomeresimilar arrays in A. thaliana which contain non-telomeric
sequences in addition to degenerate telomeric motifs. It is
possible, however, that telomere-similar repeats are normally
found in subtelomeric regions, and became internalized by a
'telomere fusion' event that left behind telomere-flanking DNAs
if not the true telomeres themselves. An alternative hypothesis
for the origin of the A. thaliana centromeric telomere-similar
repetitive arrays stems from the observations of Simoens et al.
(26). These authors have shown that the 500 bp telomere-similar
repeat is closely related to the abundant A. thaliana 180 bp HindSi.
repeat described by Martinez-Zapater et al. (28), and suggested
that the telomere-similar element arose by insertion of telomeric
sequences into the 180 bp element. The telomere-similar repeats
may then have spread to the centromere regions by recombination
with related repeats already present in the centromeric
heterochromatin. At present, we do not know if the A. thaliana
telomere-similar repeats are found at non-centromeric locations.
In pAtT12, the telomere-similar repeats reside next to an
unusual repetitive element which is reiterated approximately five
times in the A. thaliana genome. We have demonstrated that one
copy of this element is located in the central region of
chromosome 5, in addition to the copy linked to centromere 1.
The general organization of the moderately repetitive element
is reminiscent of repeats found in the centromere region of
Schizosaccharomyces pombe chromosomes, designated dg and
dh (or K) (29, 30, 31, 32). Like the A. thaliana centromerelinked repeat, these S. pombe repeats contain AT-rich regions
and domains with numerous short direct repeats. Short regions
of nucleotide similarity were found in comparisons between the
pAtT12 flanking region and the S. pombe repeats, but the
significance of these similarities is difficult to assess. Although
the S. pombe repeats have been shown to be important for
centromere function, the DNA sequence elements within these
repeats which are required for S. pombe centromere have not
been established (34). We are currently constructing a fine
structure physical and genetic map of A. thaliana centromere 1
in order to characterize plant centromere DNA sequences, and
we hope to determine if the sequence characterized here plays
any role in centromere structure or function.
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The description of the structure and localization of repeated
DNAs should aid current efforts to develop an integrated
physical/genetic/cytological A. thaliana map as a resource and
model for study of higher plants. It also demonstrates the utility
of RFLP mapping techniques for chromosomal localization of
repeated DNA sequences in organisms, such as A. thaliana,
where cytology and in situ hybridization techniques are poorly
developed.
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Note added in proof
Maluszynska and Heslop-Harrison have recently demonstrated
by in situ hybridization techniques that the abundant A. thaliana
180 bp HinaTU tandem hybridizes to all five centromere regions.
This result complements our localization of related tandem repeats
to the centromere region of chromosome 1. [Maluszynska, J. and
Heslop-Harrison.J.S. (1991) Localization of tandemly repeated
DNA sequences in Arabidopsis thaliana. Plant Journal, in press].
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